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Region is important in assessing television flows because regional elements incorporated 
in global shows determine their acceptability and reception within the national context. 
For example, a global reality show like Big Brother follows a typical format that’s akin to 
a mathematical matrix with predetermined size and a related calculation formula.  
However, it is the individual regional elements put into the matrix that determines its 
final outcome. To ensure success, broadcasters must cater to the internal pluralism within 
the national context. Indian adaptation of Big Brother, titled Big Boss, is a good case to 
elaborate upon the necessity and the benefits of “regionalization” of global formats. The 
Indian version is significantly localized in terms of nomenclature, diversity of the 
housemates, and the internal mechanics of the show. There are several factors that are to 
be considered while determining what kind of elements would be suited for a specific 
national context. 
 
For a rapidly globalizing yet diverse country like India, the following factors come into 
play: 
 

1. Geographic, religious, cultural and linguistic diversity: India is a unique cultural 
mélange where, unlike America, diverse beliefs and ways of life do not 
necessarily mix but have found a way to complement each other. Hence, 
successful media representations have to be cognizant of India’s distinctive 
cultural mosaic. Each season of India’s Big Boss has had contestants representing 
major linguistic, cultural, and religious groups. With a more culturally inclusive 
set of contestants, each subsequent season registered higher TRPs, thereby 
establishing the primacy of the regional context in producing successful texts. The 
internal plurality of the country was mirrored in the contestants on the show. The 
show therefore identified the pluralism within the nation and served the agenda of 
national unity by constructing a unified national identity that “seamlessly” 
integrated the “diverse national” with the “global”. At an economic level, the 
inclusive strategy increased the program’s circulation and reception. It evoked a 
following and ensured viewership from different states, religious, and cultural 
groups. 
 

2. Celebrity driven culture:  As a highly populous and rapidly developing nation that 
straddles the grim chasm between extreme luxury and extreme poverty, India is a 
curious case of celebrity driven culture. People at both ends of the economic 
spectrum are influenced by celebrities. The lower classes live out their lives 
vicariously through fantasies provided by celebrities while the more affluent class 
emulates celebrity lifestyles through materialistic consumption. Therefore, in this 
case the culture necessitates the local format to be celebrity based because it’s 
difficult to create a following for a “voyeuristic” show like Big Brother with 
“commoners” as contestants. Albeit some of the avowed “celebrities” might be 
creations of the mediated TV landscape itself. Hence, the contestants’ “celebrity 



quotient” (or potential to develop a following) is a strong factor in determining 
selection for India’s Big Boss. 
 

3. Global Indian identity: India has been rapidly globalizing since the liberalization 
of the Indian economy in the early nineties. The evolving “global” culture within 
the country has been mediated by international influences (esp. media) impacting 
urban India. There is a distinct effort and desire on part of this emerging “global” 
culture to establish a “uniquely Indian” identity that despite its colonial past 
identifies itself as distinct, independent and modern. Localization of global 
formats like Big Brother accords the opportunity to project and reinforce such an 
identity. A good example to elaborate this trend is the inclusion of British reality 
TV star, Jade Goody in the second season of Big Boss. Jade Goody and 
Bollywood actor Shilpa Shetty were housemates on UK’s celebrity Big Brother; a 
season that was marred by international controversy. On the show Jade Goody 
was accused of casting racial slurs on Shilpa. The Indian version featured Shilpa 
as the host and Jade Goody as a houseguest thereby seamlessly extending the 
racial incident to leverage the emotions it stirred in the Indian audience. The new 
setting provided a reversal of power structure and although set up as “post-
colonial self” versus “white supremacist other”, it helped reinforce the idea of an 
independent global Indian identity. Doing so was beneficial as well as profitable. 
Roping in the controversy got the Indian audience more passionately involved and 
it resonated with the Diaspora as well. It also worked in a constructing a unified 
national identity by positing, “us (Indian Houseguests)” versus “them (the 
foreigner)”, and enabling an Indian identity that’s global and independent. 
 

The above regionalizations along with evoking discourses relevant to the social context 
of the country mobilize fans and excite passionate responses from the viewers. The 
voting process fosters democratic values and keeps the fans hooked, thus, making the 
show profitable and relevant. So, regionalization has a lot to do with who the contestants 
are and how a show is played out in a particular national context. 

 
 


